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Dr. Julia Mikell

Reality check…we are working in the airway during a respiratory 
pandemic.  Dentists and their teams are on the frontline.  We 
are not only dealing with the pandemic on a personal level like 
everyone else, but professionally, we are categorized along with 
the highest risk workers.

We stood down reluctantly; we fought to get back to work; we 
digested and enacted the Interim Guidelines and the Return to 
Work Toolkit.  Even though we are back to work and feeling some 
relief, we continue to wait for supply chains to come back to life, 
!"# $%&'(()* +,%- .!%,*"% /0+ !)(0&,%-1$2 3"# #0*$ !"40"* *)$*

wonder, out loud, why paper products are still backordered?  I understand that 
masks are under new supply demands, but toilet tissue?

Due to the lower than average levels of COVID-19 in our state, and with the 
(',#!"5* 06 0'& 708*&"0&9 :0'%- ;!&0),"! #*"%,$%$ +*&* !<)* %0 .'% %-* 3=3
COVID-19 guidance documents to use much sooner than most dentists in our 
50'"%&42 >-!"?$ %0 %-* ,11*#,!%* !5%,0" 06 ! "*+)4 60&1*# 3=3 %!$? 60&5*9
+-,5- ,"5)'#*# 0'& 0+" %&'$%**9 =&2 @,&? A0&<09 %-* 3=3 (*"*&!%*# %-* BC"%*&,1
7',#*),"*$ 60& D,",1,E,"( F,$? 06 >&!"$1,$$,0" 06 ;GHC=IJKL &*)*!$*# 0" 3.&,)
18th and then the more in depth document - The Return To Work Toolkit, released 
0" 3.&,) MN2 3$ 40' ?"0+ %-* ;=; !"# G:O3 +*&* $%'5? 0" PQ1*&(*"54 !"#
R&(*"% ;!&*S (',#!"5* '"%,) )!%* ,"%0 D!42 O!# %-* 3=3 "0% <*('" +0&? 0" %-*$*
documents before the end of March, we would never have had the guidance we 
"**#*# %0 -*!# <!5? %0 +0&? 50"T#*"%)4 +-*" +* #,#2

:,"5* 1,#ID!&5-9 40'& :;=3 80)'"%**& )*!#*&$-,. !"# %-* :;=3 $%!U -!8* <**"
!% 40'& $,#*2 V0' +,)) .&0<!<)4 "*8*& ?"0+ %-* !10'"% 06 %,1*9 *U0&% !"# 50"5*&"
$0 1!"4 .*0.)* -!8* .'% 60&%- 60& 40'& <*"*T%2 W&01 $01* 06 0'& 10$% 8*%*&!"
colleagues to some of our newest additions to our organization, we worked 
together for the common goal of getting back to work safely and soon.  The work 
is not done yet, but I want to acknowledge the people who have answered our 
call for help.  This word cloud captures the many topics that were managed since 
March, but also spotlights the many people in our dental community who helped 
all of us get back to work.
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C%S$ %00 *!&)4 %0 6**) 1'5- &*),*6 <*5!'$* %-,$ 8,&'$ ,$ "0% 0'& 6&,*"#9 ! 8!55,"* ,$ ! )0"( +!4 0U !"# %*$%,"(
isn’t even readily available yet.  In addition, the guidance requires us to monitor and respond to local virus 
trends and South Carolina is trending up.  Our employees and our patients are counting on us to lead with 
,"%*(&,%4 !"# ,"%*)),(*"5*2 3)%-0'(- +* !&* 50"T#*"% %-!% 0'& ,"6*5%,0" 50"%&0) (',#*),"*$ !&* %-0&0'(-
!"# *U*5%,8*9 %-* %&'* %*$% 06 0'& ,"6*5%,0" 50"%&0) *U*5%,8*"*$$ ,$ (0,"( %0 <* ,6 +* !"# 0'& *1.)04**$
stay well.  Thankfully, monitoring ourselves is built into our interim guidelines.  I am grateful every day for 
%-0$* 3=3 #05'1*"%$ %-!% (!8* '$ %-* &*$0'&5*$ %0 &*0.*" 0'& #00&$ 50"T#*"%)49 <'% C ?"0+ +* $%,)) -!8*
+0&? %0 #0 !"# %-* :;=3 +,)) $%!4 8,(,)!"% +!%5-#0($ !$ +* 50"%,"'* %0 1!"!(* %-* 5-!))*"(*$ %-!% !&*
still in our midst.

I wish you all continued health and success in your recovery.

History of the South Carolina Dental Association 150th Anniversary, 1869-2019

=&2 7*"* 3%?,"$0" -!$ !""0'"5*# %-* &*)*!$* 06 %-,$ XXYI.!(* <00?2 O* -!$ $.*"% *,(-% 4*!&$ 501.,),"(
%-,$ <00? ,"5)'#,"(9 MYZ .,5%'&*$ 06 :;=3 101*"%$9 !"# &*50'"%$ %-* -,$%0&4 +,%- ! $.*5,!) *1.-!$,$ 0"

%-* )!$% Z[ 4*!&$2

>-* 50$% 06 %-,$ -,$%0&4 <00? ,$ \MZ *!5- ]7&*!% (,6%$ 60& 6&,*"#$ !"# 6!1,)4^ %0 1!,"%!," ! 50.4 .)*!$*
50"%!5% %-* :;=3 0_5* `[XINZ[IMMNN 0& scda@scda.org2 W,&$% J[[ 4*!& <00? !)$0 !8!,)!<)* 60& \Z2[[2
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Dentist Misjudges Patient’s Tongue Lesion, Resulting in Missed Oral Cancer Diagnosis
By Mario Catalano, DDS, MAGD

Continued on Page 6

Background
3 "*5*$$!&4 .&*&*a',$,%* %0 *_5!5,0'$ #*"%!) %&*!%1*"% ,$ !" !55'&!%* #,!("0$,$2 D,$#,!("0$,$ 5!" &*$')%
," 6!,)'&* %0 %&*!%9 '"#*&%&*!%1*"%9 0& 08*&%&*!%1*"%2 3$ %-,$ 5!$* ,))'$%&!%*$9 !55'&!%* #,!("0$,$ &*a',&*$
diligence in ordering appropriate testing or, at a minimum, thorough follow-up to ensure that the patient's 
condition resolves on its own.

Case Discussion
3 bYI4*!&I0)# 6*1!)* +!$ ! .!%,*"% 06 &*50&# !% ! #*"%!) .&!5%,5* ," +-,5- =&2 A9 ! 40'"( #*"%,$%9 +!$
!" !$$05,!%*2 =&2 Ac$ T&$% 50"%!5% +,%- %-* .!%,*"% 055'&&*# +-*" $-* .&*$*"%*# %0 %-* .&!5%,5* +,%- !
complaint of a "sore" that suddenly appeared on the left lateral aspect of her tongue. Dr. N's examination 
"0%*$ ,"#,5!%*# %-!% -* <*),*8*# %-* )*$,0" +!$ ),5-*" .)!"'$2 O0+*8*&9 -,$ "0%*$ #,# "0% ,"#,5!%* !"4
#,U*&*"%,!) #,!("0$*$ 0& $%!%* +-*%-*& %-* .!%,*"% -!# *d.*&,*"5*# !"4 &*5*"% %&!'1! 0& ,))"*$$2 C6 =&2 A
was correct in diagnosing lichen planus, he could expect that the condition, although chronic, would not 
require treatment.

3..&0d,1!%*)4 M +**?$ )!%*&9 %-* .!%,*"% .&*$*"%*# %0 -*& 6!1,)4 .-4$,5,!" +,%- 501.)!,"%$ 06 50'(-,"(
and gastrointestinal symptoms; however, no evidence suggests that the patient complained of any 
#,$50160&% ," -*& %0"('*2 W'&%-*&9 %-* 6!1,)4 .-4$,5,!" #,# "0% "0%* !"4 ,&&*(')!&,%4 ," &*)!%,0" %0 %-*
patient's tongue.

3<0'% Y +**?$ !6%*& %-* .!%,*"% 8,$,%*# -*& .-4$,5,!"9 $-* .&*$*"%*# %0 %-* #*"%!) .&!5%,5* 60& ! 5)*!","(9
+-,5- +!$ #0"* <4 ! -4(,*",$%2 W0))0+,"( %-* 5)*!","(9 =&2 A .*&60&1*# !" 0&!) *d!1,"!%,0"2 O* #,# "0%
"0%* !"4 !<"0&1!),%4 06 %-* .!%,*"%c$ %0"('*2 O0+*8*&9 #'&,"( $'<$*a'*"% ,"8*$%,(!%,0"9 ,% +!$ )*!&"*#
%-!% %-* -4(,*",$% -!# 0<$*&8*# ! MeX 11 )*$,0" 0" %-* )*6% )!%*&!) !$.*5% 06 %-* .!%,*"%c$ %0"('*2
Whether this lesion was brought to Dr. N's attention is not documented or known; obviously, though, no 
further evaluation of the lesion occurred.

3..&0d,1!%*)4 Z +**?$ )!%*&9 %-* .!%,*"% !(!," .&*$*"%*# %0 =&2 A 60& *d%&!5%,0" 06 %**%- JZ !"# J`2
>-* &*108!) 06 %00%- JZ ,"80)8*# 50"$,#*&!<)* #,_5')%49 !"# %-* .!%,*"% !"# =&2 A #*5,#*# +!,% %0
&*108* %00%- J`2 =&2 Ac$ "0%*$ &*(!&#,"( %-* &*108!) 06 %00%- JZ #,# "0% ,"#,5!%* !"4 #,_5')%4 +,%- %-*
extraction, and they contained no reference to the 
.&*8,0'$)4 #,$5'$$*# %0"('* )*$,0"2 W0& +-!%*8*&
&*!$0"9 %-* *d%&!5%,0" 06 %00%- JZ +!$ %-* )!$% %,1*
the patient had any contact with Dr. N.

3<0'% Z 10"%-$ !6%*& %-* *d%&!5%,0" 06 %00%- JZ9
the patient presented to her family physician with 
a complaint of a sore throat. The physician's notes 
stated that an examination of the palate, tongue, 
and tonsils did not indicate anything unusual. The 
patient had four additional encounters with her family 
physician for chest congestion issues over the winter, 
but the physician did not document any abnormal 
appearance associated with the patient's tongue.

3..&0d,1!%*)4 Y 10"%-$ !6%*& %-!%9 %-* .!%,*"%
presented to an emergency department with a 
complaint of left-sided facial pain and blisters on her 
tongue. The emergency physician noted that tooth 
J` ]+-,5- -!# "*8*& <**" *d%&!5%*#^ !..*!&*# %0
be abscessed. The patient was prescribed antibiotics 
and referred to an ENT practice. Two days later, 
an ENT surgeon noted a large red mass over the 
medial third of the patient's tongue, possibly caused 
by the problems associated with tooth 18. The ENT 
surgeon ordered a CT scan of the patient's neck to 
rule out a neoplasm and referred the patient to an 
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0&!) !"# 1!d,))06!5,!) $'&(*0" 60& %&*!%1*"% 06 %00%- J`2 >-* &!#,0)0(,5 &*.0&% ,"#,5!%*# ! JN 11 1!$$ 0"
the patient's tongue with nodal involvement. Ultimately, she was diagnosed with stage IV squamous cell 
carcinoma of the tongue.

The patient brought a dental malpractice lawsuit against Dr. N, alleging failure to timely diagnose cancer 
in her tongue. Despite numerous occasions in which Dr. N potentially had the opportunity to properly 
diagnose the patient, the jury returned a verdict in favor of the defense.
 
Risk Management Considerations
Theodore Passineau, JD, HRM, RPLU, CPHRM, ASHRM

The defense verdict in this case is particularly surprising given the fact that Dr. N appears to have 
1,$-!"#)*# %-,$ 5!$* 0" 1')%,.)* 055!$,0"$9 &*$')%,"( ," ! 5!%!$%&0.-,5 0'%501* 60& %-* .!%,*"%2 3)%-0'(-
time could be spent speculating about the outcome of the case, Dr. N might have avoided the courtroom 
altogether if he had implemented certain patient safety and risk management strategies.

>-* .&0<)*1$ +,%- %-,$ 5!$* <*(!" #'&,"( %-* .!%,*"%c$ T&$% *"50'"%*& +,%- =&2 A9 ," +-,5- %-* .!%,*"%
complained about a "sudden sore" on her tongue. Dr. N rendered a presumptive diagnosis of lichen planus, 
which — although chronic — would require no further treatment. This diagnosis should not have been 
50"$,#*&*# T"!) 60& $*8*&!) &*!$0"$f ]J^ %-* )*$,0" +!$ "0% ," %-* "0&1!) !"!%01,5!) )05!%,0"9 ]M^ %-*
#,!("0$,$ +!$ "0% $'..0&%*# <4 !"4 -,$%0&,5!) *8,#*"5*9 !"# ]X^ "0 <,0.$4 -!# <**" .*&60&1*# %0 50"T&1
the diagnosis. The best practice in this situation would have been for Dr. N to consider lichen planus a 
presumptive diagnosis and follow the patient until it was clear that the diagnosis was correct.

The patient's record demonstrates numerous opportunities for Dr. N to reexamine and evaluate the lesion, 
<'% %-!% "*8*& -!..*"*#2 3% )*!$% %+0 6!5%0&$ !..*!& %0 -!8* 50"%&,<'%*# %0 %-,$ 6!,)'&*2 W,&$%9 =&2 Ac$
documentation generally appears to be inadequate; even if he took the time to review the patient's record 
prior to seeing her during subsequent visits, any concerns he might have had about the lesion likely would 
"0% <* <&0'(-% %0 -,$ !%%*"%,0" ]<*5!'$* %-*4 +*&* "0% !#*a'!%*)4 "0%*#^2 C" 5!$*$ ),?* %-,$9 ," +-,5-
follow-up is needed to rule out more serious conditions, the doctor's concerns should be recorded in a 
"tickler system" of some sort, so that the practitioner is reminded to follow-up with the patient.

:*50"#9 #'&,"( )*(!) #,$508*&49 ,% +!$ #*%*&1,"*# %-!% %-* -4(,*",$% -!# 0<$*&8*# %-* )*$,0"2 O0+*8*&9
+-*%-*& %-* -4(,*",$% "0%,T*# =&2 A !<0'% %-* .&*$*"5* 06 %-* )*$,0" ,$ "0% ?"0+"2 C6 %-* -4(,*",$% -!#
reviewed the patient's record prior to the prophylaxis, she might have seen the reference to the lesion 
!"# &*!),E*# %-!% ,% -!# "0% &*$0)8*#2 O0+*8*&9 &*(!&#)*$$ 06 +-*%-*& $-* +!$ !+!&* 06 %-* )*$,0" <*60&*
0<$*&8,"( ,%9 $-* $-0')# -!8* <&0'(-% ,% %0 =&2 Ac$ !%%*"%,0"2 3(!,"9 %-* *d!5% $,%'!%,0" %-!% 055'&&*# ,$ "0%
clear, but it seems likely that the communication between Dr. N and the hygienist was inadequate.

The lack of documentation in this case combined with poor communication and failure to follow up 
')%,1!%*)4 #*.&,8*# %-* .!%,*"% 06 ! %,1*)4 #,!("0$,$ !"#9 ," !)) ),?*),-00#9 ! 1'5- <*%%*& 0'%501*2 3$ ,$
often the case, nonclinical factors combined to cause a suboptimal clinical outcome.

Conclusion
C" #*"%!) .&!5%,5*9 !$ ," !)) !$.*5%$ 06 ),6*9 $0 06%*" g%-* #*8,) ,$ ," %-* #*%!,)$2g 3$ %-,$ 5!$* ,))'$%&!%*$9
1'"#!"* ]!"# *8*" <0&,"(^ %!$?$ $'5- !$ %-0&0'(- #05'1*"%!%,0" !"# (00# 5011'",5!%,0" 5!" <*
critical components of quality patient care. Disciplining oneself to do the little things well can contribute to 
satisfying and successful patient care experiences.

3$ %-* "!%,0"S$ )*!#,"( #*"%!) 1!).&!5%,5* ,"$'&!"5* 5!&&,*&9 D*#h&0 7&0'. -!$ '".!&!))*)*# $'55*$$ ,"
#*6*"#,"( 1!).&!5%,5* 5)!,1$ !"# .&08,#,"( .!%,*"% $!6*%4 i &,$? $0)'%,0"$2 D*#h&0 ,$ %-* "!%,0"S$ -,(-*$%I
&!%*# 1!).&!5%,5* 5!&&,*&9 &!%*# 3jj <4 32D2 k*$%2 >-* k*&?$-,&* O!%-!+!4 <'$,"*$$ -!$ <**" #*6*"#,"(
dentists’ assets and reputations since 1899 and will continue to for years to come. 

DQ=hFG2;GDl=QA>3m n `[[2bDQ=hFG d JJKYY[ n =QA>3moDQ=hFG2;GD
This document should not be construed as medical or legal advice. Because the facts applicable to your situation may vary, or the laws applicable in your jurisdiction may 
!"#$%& '($)*$ +,-.)+. /,0% )..,%-$/ ,% ,.1$% '%,2$**",-)( )!3"*,%* "2 /,0 1)3$ )-/ 40$*.",-* %$().$! ., /,0% ($5)( ,% 6$!"+)( ,7("5).",-* ,% %"51.*& *.).$ ,% 2$!$%)( ()8*& +,-.%)+.
"-.$%'%$.).",-& ,% ,.1$% ($5)( 40$*.",-*9

MedPro Group is the marketing name used to refer to the insurance operations of The Medical Protective Company, Princeton Insurance Company, PLICO, Inc. and MedPro RRG 
:"*; :$.$-.",- <%,0'9 =(( "-*0%)-+$ '%,!0+.* )%$ 0-!$%8%"..$- )-! )!6"-"*.$%$! 7/ .1$*$ )-! ,.1$% >$%;*1"%$ ?).1)8)/ )@(").$*& "-+(0!"-5 A).",-)( B"%$ C D)%"-$ E-*0%)-+$

F,6')-/9 G%,!0+. )3)"()7"("./ "* 7)*$! 0',- 70*"-$** )-!H,% %$50().,%/ )''%,3)( )-!H,% 6)/ !"#$% 7$.8$$- +,6')-"$*9 I JKJK D$!G%, <%,0' E-+9 =(( %"51.* %$*$%3$!9
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SCDA Member Spotlight
Dr. Katie Bullwinkel, Bullwinkel Orthodontics

1. How long have you been a dentist and member of 
SCDA? C -!8* <**" ! 1*1<*& 06 %-* :;=3 $,"5* C $%!&%*#
DR:; ," M[[N2 C &*5*,8*# 14 =D= ," M[JJ

2. What dental school did you attend? Medical University of 
South Carolina

3. !"## $% &'($) *(+ ,($ &-. ,($/ %01-023&-) ()*"/
discovered your shared love of and interest in 
dentistry? O!-!p D4 -'$<!"# 50')# 5!&* )*$$ !<0'% %**%-p
3)%-0'(-9 -,$ $,$%*& ,$ ! #*"%,$% !$ +*))2 q-*" +* T&$% $%!&%*#
dating, his sister and I tricked him into a veneer.  One night 
<*60&* %-* T"!) &*$%0&!%,0" 50')# <* .)!5*#9 -,$ %*1.0&!&4
5!1* 0U *!%,"( .,EE!222 "**#)*$$ %0 $!4 -* +!$ $'&.&,$*#
+-*" -* )00?*# ," %-* 1,&&0&p D4 0&%-0#0"%,$% (&0+,"( '.
introduced me to the world of dentistry.  I was originally 
interested in architecture, but after shadowing one, I knew 
C "**#*# 10&* hQGhmQ %,1* !"# )*$$ 501.'%*& %,1*2 D4
orthodontist suggested Orthodontics and Dentistry and an 
alternative.  I ended up working for him after school and during the summers.

4. What are you doing in your practice that you think other members of SCDA should know 
about?  With the coronavirus outbreak, we were forced to really dive deep into virtual consultations 
!"# 0_5* $4$%*1$ %-!% 5!" <* -!"#)*# &*10%*)42 q* !&* !)+!4$ $%&,8,"( %0 <*%%*& 0'& .!%,*"%
experience and it seems that virtual options are a step in that direction.

5. 4*&) &.5&-3"% 0- )*" 2"#. (6 ."-)0%)/, &/" ,($ 7(%) "830)". &'($)9 mCA7R3m kF3;Q:ppp C !1
so excited about digital orthodontics and the ability to put braces behind the teeth.  It's a little upside 
down and backwards for the orthodontist, but I love a challenge.  

6. What would you say to young dentists just starting out or students who might be 
considering dental school? C )08* 14 r0<p C
tell people my job is best described as throwing 
a party while doing math all day... basically my 
dream.  Keep an eye on your student debt.  If 
I had to do it over again, I would have worked 
while in dental school and taken out less in loans 
or even paid some of the interest.  Compounding 
means exponential growth and can get away 
from you quickly.

7. What would you say to those who are 
considering joining SCDA?  If we don't work 
together as a collective group, our voices will be 
)0$%2 >-* :;=3 ,$ 5&'5,!) %0 ?**.,"( 0'& 80,5*$
and the oral health of our community at the fore 
6&0"% 06 )*(,$)!%0&$ 1,"#$2 3 .&06*$$0& 0"5* %0)#
me, 'your degree means nothing unless the law 
says it does.'  I think he's probably right.

W0))0+ '$ 0" W!5*<00?p q* -!8* .0$%*# .,5%'&*$ 6&01
0'& ;0"8*"%,0"$ !"# =3= .&0r*5%$2 V0' 5!" $!8* %-*
pictures, tag yourself and share them with other friends 
0" W!5*<00?2 s0," 0'& (&0'. %0#!4 www.facebook.
501l$5#*"%!)2 You can also follow us on twitter @
:;=*"%!)3$$05p
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Dental Related Services
Palmetto Dental Personnel Inc. 
is owned and operated by a dental 
.&06*$$,0"!) +,%- X[ 4&$ *d.*&,*"5* !"#
has exclusively provided professional 
$%!U 60& ;0)'1<,! !"# %-* $'&&0'"#,"(
!&*!$2 h=h -!$ #*"%!) -4(,*",$%$9
!$$,$%!"%$ i 6&0"% 0_5* .*&$0""*)
available for temporary and permanent 
.0$,%,0"$2 ;0"%!5% 7!,) k&!""*"`[[IbX`I
NbN[9 6!d `YYIMXbI`[`Z9 gbrannen@
palmettodentalpersonnel.com or www.
palmettodentalpersonnel.com.

Intraoral X-Ray Sensor Repair/
Sales- We repair broken sensors. 
Save thousands in replacement costs. 
:.*5,!),E,"( ," @0#!?l;!&*$%&*!19
1!r0& <&!"#$2 q* <'4l$*)) $*"$0&$2
31*&,5!" :*"$0&>*5- KJKIMMKI[b`X 0&
www.repairsensor.com.

DentappraisalI h&!5%,5* H!)'!%,0"$
specializes in nationwide dental practice 
valuations. Our independent, in-depth 
8!)'!%,0"$ -*). 40' ,#*"%,64l8*&,64 !
$!)*$ .&,5* 0& T"# $,(",T5!"% (&0+%-
opportunities in your current or future 
practice. Visit us at www.dentappraisal.
501 0& 50"%!5% 0'& #*"%!) ;h3 !% `NNI
bJKIb``b 0& kevin@dentappraisal.com 
to discuss your valuation.

Locum Tenens/Positions Wanted
:,"5* JKNZ9 Dental Power has been 
placing dentists seeking work!  We 
-!8* 5),*"%$ ," :; +,%- T))I,"l)05'1
tenens needs, short-term assignments 
]10<,)* #*"%,$%&4 !"# $5-00) <!$*#
.&0(&!1$^9 )0"(I%*&1 50"%&!5% +0&? !"#
!$$05,!%* .0$,%,0" 0.*","($2 H,*+ $.*5,T5
opportunities at +++2=*"%!)h0+*&2501 
0& `[[INJ[IKNM[2

Positions Available - Dentists
Volunteer-Helping Hands Dental 
Clinic ]7*0&(*%0+"^2 >- Z .12 `bXI
ZMNIXbMb 0& acct.hhands@gmail.com.

Downtown Columbia SC practice 
)00?,"( 60& ! 6')) %,1* !$$05,!%*2 k!$*
salary plus commission. Signing bonus 
.)'$ !%%&!5%,8* <*"*T%$ .!5?!(*2 q,))
consider a partnership with the right 
candidate. Send resume to james@
garnersferrydentistry.com 

m!&(* (&0'. .&!5%,5* $**?,"( associate 
dentist2 h0$,%,0"$ ," C"#,!" m!"# !"#
F05? O,))2 ;01.*%,%,8*l*d5*))*"% .!4
60& a'!),T*# 5!"#,#!%*2 Qd.*&,*"5*
preferred. State of the art facility. Must 
have great work ethic, excellent skills, 
good chair-side manner. Email CV 
smilingdds1@gmail.com

St George/Santee/Holly Hill, SC- 
m00?,"( 60& #*"%,$% %0 *d.!"# 0'& $%!U
!% (&0+,"( #*"%!) (&0'.2 bIZ #!4$ .*&
+**? ," :%2 7*0&(*l:!"%**2 h&*6*& %0
),8* +,%-," MZ 1,)*$ 06 .&!5%,5*2 ` #*"%!)
-4(,*",$%$lJ` 0. .&!5%,5*2 ;0"%!5% `bXI
ZY[IMMMY 0& drgarris@bellsouth.net

=b; =*"%!) k&!"#$ ,$ 5'&&*"%)4 -,&,"(
a Pediatric Dentist for positions in 
SC. We are dental specialists owned 
practices looking for support for one of 
0'& )05!%,0"$ ," ;-!&)*$%0"2G'& 0_5*$
are child friendly, fun and committed to 
a'!),%4 #*"%!) 5!&*2 q* 0U*& <*"*T%$
and competitive compensation. Visit us 
online #b5#*"%!)<&!"#$2501.

k*"*8,$ ,$ seeking FT/PT 3$$05,!%*
Dentists, Orthodontists, Endodontists, 
h*#,!%&,5 =*"%,$%$9 G&!) :'&(*0"$ !"#
3"*$%-*$,0)0(,$%$2 m00?,"( 60& %!)*"%*#
dentists who are interested in making a 
#,U*&*"5* ," 5011'",%,*$2 ;01.*%,%,8*
compensation, student loan repayment, 
$,("I0" <0"'$*$9 &*)05!%,0"9 b[J@9 .!,#
%,1* 0U9 -*!)%- ,"$'&!"5* !"# 10&*2
Edolia Wright edwright@benevis.com.

Fully equipped mobile unit traveling 
to rural SC is looking for a dentist to 
help change lives, need your help. 
Contact thepalmettopalace@gmail.com.

3&* 40' ! =*"%,$% )00?,"( 60& ! <'$4 !"#
established practice in Rock Hillt m00?
no further. Competitive compensation, 
<*"*T%$ .!5?!(*$ !8!,)!<)*9 501.)*%*
business and operational support, and 
Comprehensive treatment planning to 
1!r0&,%4 hhGl6**I60&I$*&8,5* .!%,*"%$2
What more could you want? Email 
resume or referrals to 1!&42<!&T*)#o
dentalonepartners.com or visit www.
dentalonejobs.com today.

W> 7*"*&!) =*"%,$% !$$05,!%* .0$,%,0" I
Summerville, SC. Come treat steady 
/0+ 06 *$%!<),$-*# !"# "*+ .!%,*"%$2
Experience with root canals, implants, 
C"8,$!),(" #*$,&*#2 G..0&%'",%4 0U*&$
private practice environment, quality 
of life, clinical autonomy, and a good 
base salary compensation plus good 
% of collections. Send resume to 
smilebright19@yahoo.com

Oral Surgeon to join well established 
privately owned group practice.  
Thriving Implant practice, three 
locations with brand new facilities and 
$%!%*I06I%-*I!&% *a',.1*"%2 m'5&!%,8*
starting salary, relocation expenses and 
.!&%"*&$-,. %&!5? !8!,)!<)*2 W!"%!$%,5
opportunity to become a partner in an 
outstanding family environment. eric@
neoralsurgery.com.

N. Myrtle Beach h*&,0 .&!5%,5* "**#$
an experienced, full time front desk 
!$$,$%!"%2 ='%,*$ ,"5)'#*f .!%,*"%
scheduling and insurance posting with 
excellent phone skills. Excellent salary 
!"# <*"*T%$2 periothree@sc.rr.com.

m'5&!%,8* 0..0&%'",%4 60& k;lkQ Oral 
Surgeon to join our practice in the 
;-!&)0%%*9 A; !&*!2 h0$,%,0" ,$ 60& !
full-time associate with partnership 
.0%*"%,!)2 7'!&!"%**# $!)!&4 06 \XZ[@
with production bonus, malpractice 
insurance and more. Complete 
501.*"$!%,0" ,$ '.+!&# 06 \Z[[@2
A;l:; #*"%!) ),5*"$*$ !&* &*a',&*#2
cmcbride@omfspartners.com.

Q$%!<),$-*# #*"%!) 0_5* ," (&0+,"( W0&%
Mill looking for a compassionate, hard-
working, highly skilled dentist to join 
0'& %*!1 MIb #!4$l+**?2 h&0T5,*"54
in crown & bridge, implant restoration, 
esthetic dentistry & simple extractions 
required. Send resume drjasper@
jasperdentistry.com2 m00?,"( %0 T))
.0$,%,0" !$!. +,%- ! (&*!% #*"%,$%p

Associate Dentist position with 
partnership track and mentorship. 
7&0+,"( .&!5%,5* $**,"( 08*& M[[ "*+
.!%,*"%$ .*& 10"%-2 N[lX[ WW:lhhG
payer mix with no Medicaid. Newer 
.&!5%,5* +,%- ;k;>9 ;QFQ;9 X= .&,"%,"(
%*5-"0)0(42 h!,# ;Q9 1!).&!5%,5*2 Q1!,)
resume matthew@mundodentistry.com.

h!&% %,1* =*"%,$% "**#*# ," Columbia 
:; 1!4 )*!# %0 6')) %,1* ,6 #*$,&*#9 XZu
of collections, experience in extractions 
and root canal treatment required. 
Guaranteed daily minimum is also 
!8!,)!<)*2 h)*!$* 50"%!5% `[XIKKNI[[``
or drrsdental@gmail.com.

We are in need of a hard working, fun, 
energetic General or Pediatric Dentist 
to join our rapidly growing practice. 
h!&%I%,1* 0& 6'))I%,1*2 D0%,8!%*# %0
maximize competitive compensation. 
Our second expansion is in the works. 
Multiple opportunities for growth and 
development including possibility of 
*a',%42 h)*!$* $'<1,% ;H %0 tonia@
childrensdentalgroupsc.com.

Temporary-permanent positions for 
dental assistants, hygienists and dentists. 
Dental insurance recovery services are 
available. -*))0o,"T",%4#*"%!)$0)2501.

!"#$$%&'( )($
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3&* 40' ! .!$$,0"!%* !"# *"*&(*%,5
dentist looking to join an excellent 
team of dental professionals? Clinical 
autonomy, work life balance, state of 
the art technology and competitive 
compensation, along with the support 
of an operational team. Charleston, 
W)0&*"5* !"# :.!&%!"<'&( )05!%,0"$2
aali@lonepeakdentalgroup.com.

Opportunity to earn a guaranteed base 
$!)!&4 !"# <0"'$ .0%*"%,!)2 38*&!(*
;01.*"$!%,0" JYM9[[[ %0 XJM9[[[ 9 m0!"
F*.!41*"%9 :,(" 0" k0"'$9 h!,# >,1*
GU9 D!).&!5%,5* C"$'&!"5*9 ;01.*%,%,8*
;01.*"$!%,0"9 h&0T% :-!&,"(9 W'%'&*
h!&%"*&$-,. G..0&%'",%4 OJ< H,$! !"#
Green-card Sponsorship,Continuing 
Education in Columbia, SC contact 
$$%*+!&#[Yo(1!,)2501 0& `[XIKKNI
[[``2

:(%0)0(-% ;5&0#&'#"< =)&>
:**?,"( W> Dental Assistant minimum 
X 4&$ *d.*&,*"5*2 b[J@9 .!,# -0),#!4$9
vacations and health insurance stipend. 
G.*" DI>O `IZ2 Sherryrauchdds@gmail.
com.

W')) 0& h!&% %,1* *d.*&,*"5*# Hygienist. 
3"*$%-*$,! 5*&% !"# "01!# *d. ! .)'$2
Q!$4 $5-*#')*9 D0"I>-'&$ `IZ 0& q*# i
>-'&$ `IZ2 cdcsmiles@live.com.

Rock Hill SCI >-* =*"%!) O4(,*",$%
!% 3.*d =*"%!) +0&?$ +,%- %-* (*"*&!)
dentist in direct patient care as an 
important part of the healthcare team 
promoting better oral health for patients. 
q* .&08,#* *d5*))*"% <*"*T%$ %0 $%!U !"#
5!&* !<0'% $%!US$ 5!&**& .!%- !"# 1'%'!)
<*"*T%$2 3.*dv#*"%!)o0'%)00?2501.

:/&3)03"%?@A3" =B&3" ;5&0#&'#"
=&)"##0)" ."-)&# (A3"w ZM 600% %&!,)*&2
One operatory fully equipped white 
coastal chair. One operatory plumbed and 
&*!#42 m!<9 &*5*.%,0"9 <'$,"*$$ 0_5*9 J
6')) <!%-&001 !"# OH3; ,"5)'#*#2 F*!#4
%0 108* %0 40'& )05!%,0"2 \MZ9[[[ GkG
5!)) `[XIYJNI`N[J2

G_5* 60& &*"% ," Surfside Beach, 
60& !6%*&"00"$ Mf[[ 0& Xf[[9 D0"#!4I
:!%'&#!42 Z 0.*&!%0&,*$9 &*5*.%,0"9
waiting room, lab, lounge, fully equiped. 
0_5*o#'"*$#*"%!)$*&8,5*$2501.

Pee Dee Region, SC- Well-established 
G&%-0#0"%,5 0_5* )05!%*# 0" .&,1* &*!)
*$%!%*2 ;0"$,$%*"%)4 .&0#'5,"( \`X[9[[[
.*& 4*!&9 %-,$ $.!5,0'$ 0_5* -!$ 0"*
private treatment room along with a 
)!&(* <!4 +,%- Z 5-!,&$2 >-* &*!) *$%!%*
,$ 8!)'*# !% \XXZ9[[[2 ;0"%!5% O*"&4
:5-*," h&06*$$,0"!) h&!5%,5* >&!"$,%,0"
:!)*$ ;0"$')%!"% ;0'&%"*4 O0+*))
F0<,"$0"9 `bXIXMbI[N[X9 courtney.
robinson@henryschein.com2 x:;JJN

General practice for sale in Pee Dee 
Region. 3%%&!5%,8*9 &*"08!%*# 6!5,),%49
X9Z[[ $6 +,%- ` 0.$ ]X '$*# 60& -4(,*"*^2
Excellent streetside visibility. Steady 
"*+ .!%,*"% /0+ *8*" +,%- ),1,%*#
1!&?*%,"(2 M[JK ,"501* .&0r*5%*# %0 <*
\JDj2 ;0"%!5% D57,)) i O,)) transitions@
mcgillhillgroup.com.

C"80-1)(- @BB(/)$-0),D established 
.&!5%,5* 50))*5%,"( \NX[@ +,%- ! )!&(*
WW: .!%,*"% <!$* 06 M9b[[j2 W!5,),%4
,"5)'#*$ Y %&*!%1*"% &001$9 #,(,%!) dI&!4
i h3A !"# '%,),E*$ Q!(*):06% $06%+!&*2
Several procedures are referred out 
%-!% 50')# $%!4 ," 0_5*9 )*!8,"( .)*"%4
06 &001 60& (&0+%-2 :;IYMKY ;0"%!5%f
3W>;G `[[2MXM2X`MY

O,(-)4 $'55*$$6') $2.9M advanced 
practice :;IYXJK2 q*)) *$%!<),$-*#
.&!5%,5* 50))*5%,"( \M2KD 0" ! bI#!4
+0&? +**? +,%- ! M9[[[j !5%,8* .!%,*"%
<!$* %-!% ,$ J[[u WW:2 D0#*&" 6!5,),%4
with 8 ops, digital x-rays, cone beam, 
Cerec and Dentrix software. The owner 
,$ /*d,<)* +,%- %-*,& %&!"$,%,0" .)!"$2
;0"%!5%f 3W>;G `[[2MXM2X`MY

Near Charlottef .0,$*# 60& 50"%,"'*#
growth in a rapidly expanding community 
+,%- \N[[@ ," 50))*5%,0"$2 D0#*&"9
$%!"#I!)0"* 0_5* -!$ Z 0.$ +,%- &001
to expand. The real estate is available 
%0 .'&5-!$* 0& )*!$*2 :;IYXJb ;0"%!5%f
3W>;G `[[2MXM2X`MY

SpartanburgI =*"%!) 0_5* !8!,)!<)*
JbYX Q2 D!," :%9 .&*8,0'$)4 055'.,*# <4
! .*#0#0"%,$%2 >0 ,"a',&* .)*!$* 5!)) `YbI
Z`XIbJJ[2

Greenwood #*"%!) 0_5* 60& $!)* 0&
)*!$*2 >-* 6&** $%!"#,"( <',)#,"( -!$ Y %0
8 operatories with a city owned children’s 
.!&? <*$,#* ,%2 `YbIMMKIYNJK2

North Charleston, SCI 70&(*0'$ X
0.9 7*"*&!) .&!5%,5* r'$% J 1,)* 0U
CIMY2 :*))*& +0')# ),?* %0 5)0$* <4 $00"2
W0& #*%!,)$ 50"%!5% ;0'&%"*4 O0+*))
F0<,"$0"9 `bXIXMbI[N[X9 courtney.
robinson@henryschein.com. #SC1118

=*"%!) 0_5* &*%,&*1*"% $!)*f D0#')!&
0_5* "*!& Laurens County O0$.%,!)9
can be moved or rented; great for 
$!%*),%* 0_5*2 =*"%!) Qy 5-!,&$9 &*5*"%)4
&*508*&*# ]),?* "*+^9 "*+ 501.&*$$0&
]M[M[^I 3,& :%!& MM9 $%*&,),E*&I D,#1!&?
D)) R)%&!$0",5 ;)*!"*& ]M[M[^9 h!%%*&$0"
=*"%!)9 =*"%!) Qy !"# h*)%0" !"# 5&!"*
),(-%$9 0_5* 6'&",%'&*lT),"( 5!<,"*%$2
`YbIY`MI`[MK 0& `YbI`NJI[[bJ9
crowgaryfdmd@bellsouth.net.

JN 4*!& 0)# (*"*&!) #*"%,$%&4 .&!5%,5* ,"
an excellent facility in rapidly growing 
C"80-1)(-2 3)) .!%,*"%$ !&* 6** 60&
service. Ideal for a start-up practice or 
to add patients to your existing patient 
base. May purchase as a whole or 
separately- I am open to any creative 
,#*!$2 C"%*&*$%*# .)*!$*f >*d% ]`[X^MMYI
bbNX alyssa.umbel@yahoo.com

Turn key Dental space for lease in 
Seneca2 >-* $.!5* ,$ M9Z[[ :W !"#
,"5)'#*$ Y *d!1 &001$9 )!<9 dI&!4
&0019 <&*!? &0019 0_5*9 &*5*.%,0"l
T)* $%0&!(* !"# +!,%,"( !&*!2 ;0"%!5%
7&!4$0" k'&(*$$9 ;;CD `YbINN[IXM``
or grayson@tbccre.com.

Charleston-area 7h 60& $!)*2 M[JK
50))*5%,0"$ +*&* 08*& \`Jb? +,%- %-*
#05%0& $**,"( .!%,*"%$ b#l+?2 >-*&*
!&* Y 0.*&!%0&,*$ ," MJZ[ $a'!&* 6**%
in an attractive facility with updated 
equipment and technology. transitions@
mcgillhillgroup.com

Columbia SC practice for sale. Well 
established dental practice with a loyal 
.!%,*"% <!$*2 7&0$$ &*5*,.%$ 06 \NJJ9[[[
," M[JK2 m05!%*# 0" %-* "0&%-*!$% $,#*
06 ;0)'1<,! +,%- b %&d &001$ !"# #,(,%!)
%*5-"0)0(42 D,d%'&* 06 WW: !"# hhG2
7&*!% .&!5%,5*p mary@jpatransitions.
com.

For Sale
For Sale: Dental equipment chairs, 
units, lights, cabinetry, x-ray, vacuum, 
compressor, sterilizers and handpieces.
3"4 !"# !)) %-,"($ #*"%!) 5!)) `bXIYKNI
NZYN2

W0& :!)*f E<F;!< GHHI J"-."8 JK<
CB500. This unit is in good working 
condition and was recently pulled from 
service and professionaly de-installed. 
\XZ9[[[ 50"%!5% charles@mstxs.com or 
`bXIYKNINZYN2

k&!"# "*+9 "*8*& <**" '$*#9 3$%&!
Tech Implant System. Includes hand 
piece, inventory of implants, basically 
everything needed to start implants in 
your practice. -1T"(!&o(1!,)2501.

For salef =*"%!) *a',.1*"%9 5-!,&$9
),(-%$9 5!<,"*%&49 dI&!42 ;!)) `[XIN`XI
MY`Y2
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